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Minutes of the meeting of Board of Trade (BOT) chaired by Hon’ble Minister for 
Commerce and Industry, Textiles and Consumer Affairs, Food & Public Distribution 

on 13.09.2022 at The Ashok, New Delhi 
  

The Board of Trade (BoT) meeting was held on 13th September 2022, chaired by Shri 
Piyush Goyal, Hon’ble Union Minister of Commerce and Industry, Textiles and Consumer 
Affairs, Food & Public Distribution. Smt. Anupriya Patel, Hon’ble Minister of State for 
Commerce & Industry and Shri Som Parkash, Hon’ble Minister of State for Commerce & 
Industry also graced the occasion. 
  
Address by the Commerce Secretary, Shri B.V.R Subrahmanyam 
 
In the opening remarks, Commerce Secretary welcomed all participants to the meeting of 
the Board of Trade, scheduled at an important juncture when the nation is at a take off 
point. He mentioned that India achieved its target of USD 400 Billion in exports, registering 
an export of USD 422 Billion in merchandise and more than USD 250 Billion in services 
during the FY 2021-22. He mentioned that, this was a landmark moment, as India, stuck for 
a long time in the range of USD 300 Billion exports, has broken out of it for the first time in 
the last year. 
  
He also highlighted the global challenges including the Ukraine-Russia crisis and the 
inflation. However, amidst these challenges, he mentioned the emerging bright spots, such 
as, shift in global supply chains where the countries and companies are looking to diversify 
the sources for their goods and services by following the ‘China + 1’ strategy which opens 
up opportunities for India. Furthermore, he talked about India building on its own strengths 
through the Production Linked Incentive (PLI) scheme, the Atmanirbhar Bharat Initiative and 
the  PM Gati Shakti Project. He concluded by stating that the country's exports are well 
placed and should  fulfill the vision set for 2047 where the Indian economy would stand at 
USD 30 trillion with exports constituting a share of about 25% of Indian GDP.  
  
Address by the Hon’ble MoS for Commerce & Industry, Shri Som Parkash 
 
He started by welcoming all the members of the Board of Trade and lauded the previous 
year's export performance. He talked about the challenges upfront, including fear of 
recession and demand contraction on account of inflation but also highlighted the optimism 
of Indian Industries to sustain the growth momentum of Indian exports. He mentioned that 
the current decline in pace of export growth is a consequence of Government of India’s 
policy to tackle domestic inflation and food security concerns which includes prohibition on 
export of wheat, some varieties of rice and imposition of export duty on iron ore. He stated 
that these are short term measures which will be reviewed at appropriate time to facilitate 
exports. 
  
He talked about his confidence in the fundamentals of the Indian economy reflected in GDP 
growth of 13.5% in the first quarter and increasing GST collections, indicating that India is 
well on track to achieve 7.5% annual growth this year. He further highlighted that achieving 
USD 400 Billion exports amidst economic meltdown caused by COVID pandemic is in 
alignment with the USD 5 Trillion Indian economy vision set by the Hon’ble PM.  
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Lastly he mentioned about the PLI Scheme for critical sectors like electronics, textile, 
pharmaceuticals and automobiles which is expected to make these sectors competitive and 
enabling India to emerge as an international manufacturing hub. He concluded that with 
aggressive measures for export promotion India shall achieve and exceed the target of USD 
2 Trillion exports by 2030 in goods and services. 
  
Address by the Hon’ble MoS for Commerce & Industry, Smt. Anupriya Patel 
 
The Hon’ble Minister lauded Indian industry for its sterling export performance touching 
USD 676 Billion (in goods and services) among challenges like geopolitical tensions, 
disruption in global supply chains and high inflation. She presented a sectoral export 
analysis from April to August 2022-23.  She mentioned that Indian ambition is to be a USD 
30 Trillion economy in next 25 years, with  exports playing a crucial role. In this pursuit, India 
has signed 13 Free Trade agreements and 6 Preferential Trade Agreements with its trading 
partners to gain access for its products and services. She also mentioned about ongoing 
FTA negotiations with Canada, UK and European Union which may be finalized by the end 
of this year. 
  
Then she mentioned about the District as Exports Hub initiative which is aimed at promoting 
exports, manufacturing and employment generation at the grassroots level, making states 
and districts meaningful stakeholders in making India an export powerhouse. Further she 
mentioned about the structural reforms introduced for the industry including the PLI 
Schemes and the PM Gati Shakti project. Lastly she touched upon the major initiative on 
revamping the Department of Commerce.  

Address by the Hon’ble CIM, Shri Piyush Goyal 

Union Minister of Commerce and Industry, Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution 
and Textiles, Shri Piyush Goyal welcomed the representatives from the States, Trade 
bodies and Non Official members to the first meeting of the reconstituted BoT, the aim of 
which was to bring diversity in BoT by promoting all India participation. 

The Commerce and Industry Minister stated that the global confidence in India’s prospects 
for growth is immense and called upon the domestic industry to grab the available growth 
opportunities . Hon’ble CIM highlighted that, in the last few years, there has been an attempt 
for foundational transformation in India which has accelerated India’s momentum to 
becoming a developed nation. Calling for adoption of more stable, consistent, honest 
policies, the Minister said that the government's policies must be robust enough to deliver 
what was promised to the people. Further, there is a need to find ways to encourage people 
to comply and bring in transparency and ease of doing business.  CIM concluded the 
address by emphasizing on the importance of fulfillment of designated responsibilities, and 
how this can help India become one of the top economies in the world. 

Presentation by DGFT, Shri Santosh Kumar Sarangi 
 
DGFT then presented the snapshot of India’s export import position.  It was informed that, to 
reach the target of USD 2 trillion exports by 2030, exports require a CAGR of about 11%  in 
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merchandise and 19 % in services. He highlighted the importance of understanding the 
pattern of trade and compared India’s export pattern with that of the world, wherein though 
36% of world exports happened in Capital goods, India’s share in capital goods stood at 
14% in its export basket.  He also mentioned that the HS codes (capital goods and high 
tech products) where the world does about 70% of trading, India’s shares stood at only 
0.29%. 
  
Along with highlighting the major challenges like geopolitical conflicts, slow growth and 
inflation in traditional exports markets, he also mentioned the opportunities including friend-
shoring and China + 1 policy of advanced economies, modern taxation regime through 
GST, availability of younger workforce and right policy initiatives at state and district levels. 
He concluded by remarking that to reach USD 1 Trillion merchandise exports, India needs 
export promotion through product and market diversification, focus on high-technology 
products through schemes such as PLI, scaling up participation of states/districts, engaging 
MSMEs intensively into exports and special focus on cross border E-Commerce  
  
Presentation on restructuring of the Department of Commerce 
 
Additional Secretary, Ms. Rachna Shah made a presentation on restructuring of Department 
of Commerce initiated to align the Department and its attached/subordinate orgainization 
with the future vision of achieving an exports target of USD 2 Trillion by 2030. She 
mentioned that one of the goals is to ensure that Indian products are part of the global 
supply chains, enhancing participation of MSMEs and driving 100 Indian brands as global 
champions.  
  
Formation of a dedicated 'Global Trade Promotion Body' to drive strategy, strengthening 
Brand India to re-enforce India's trade priorities, a stronger active role for our Missions 
abroad for market intelligence, lead generation & research and strengthening negotiations 
via multi-skilled teams were informed to the audience. On capacity building the 
recommendation was to drive specialization & institutional memory in Indian Trade Service. 
Lastly, the presentation highlighted the recommendations for Centralization & digitization of 
trade facilitation processes enhancing ease of compliance and building a robust data & 
analytics ecosystem. 
 
Presentation on Free Trade Agreements 
 
Additional DGFT, Shri Tapan Mazumdar made a presentation on 'Conclusion of FTAs and 
Way Forward' highlighting the shift from traditional FTA areas (like Trade in goods and 
Services; Rules of origin, TBT and SPS) to emerging areas (like Environment; Digital Trade; 
Intellectual Property Rights; Geographical Indications). The presentation mentioned about 
redefining India’s approach to FTA.  It made recommendations including Inter-Ministerial 
Involvement in the FTA Negotiation Process, extensive and multiple industry consultations 
and incorporation of learning from anecdotal evidence and experiences from earlier FTAs. 
The presentation then mentioned about the ongoing FTA negotiations with UK, Canada and 
EU, each of which are at different stages of negotiation.   
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Presentation focused on the salient features and potential benefits of the concluded FTAs, 
export promotion via dedicated buyer seller events in countries with which FTAs are 
concluded, capacity building by training programmes of exporters in association with 
respective State Governments & local Chambers of Commerce & Industry and Hand holding 
on issues specific to FTAs like Preferential COOs were also stressed for reaping benefits 
from FTAs. 
 
Presentation on States and UT Export Performance 

DGFT, Shri Santosh Kumar Sarangi, made a presentation on export performance of States 
and Union territories and District as Exports Hub Initiative.  It was informed that Gujarat and 
Maharashtra continue to occupy top position in terms of exports from India whereas Odisha 
had the highest export growth between 2019-2022. The presentation also listed the benefits 
to States and UTs from boosting and diversifying exports, which include, boost to 
employment opportunities, increasing the state’s GSDP, improving  the skills and 
productivity of the labour workforce and exposure to International trade to make the state’s 
industries more competitive.  To illustrate on the above point, case studies of Tamil Nadu 
and Uttar Pradesh were mentioned. It was informed that Tamil Nadu can diversify and 
expand in Marine products, Pharmaceuticals, Food processing sectors and electronics & 
white goods. Uttar Pradesh had good potential  on improving export competitiveness in 
sectors such as value added Meat & Dairy products,  Textiles & garments and electronic 
components and pharmaceuticals, in which it already had substantial presence. 
  
While explaining the concept behind the  ‘District as Export Hub’ (DEH)  Initiative , the 
presentation highlighted the progress made so far in the DEH initiative which includes, 
identification of Products & services with export potential in all districts, creation of 
Institutional mechanisms  (State level EPC and District level EPC) along with  specific 
export strategies. 
  
Presentation on Proposed New Foreign Trade Policy 
 
Addl. Secretary, Shri Amit Yadav made a presentation on the proposed Foreign Trade 
Policy 2022-27. It was informed that the proposed new FTP is being formulated by adopting 
the motto “Local goes Global”. Emphasis was placed on how India has achieved an all time 
high exports of around 650 billion in FY 2021-22, which is the driving force behind framing 
of goals for year 2047.  It is envisaged that by the year 2047, if the present export 
momentum continues, India will attain a position, where its share in the global trade will 
stand at 10%. 
  
This vision can only be achieved if focus is placed on certain key areas, i.e branding India 
as a supplier for high-value & high-growth products, assuming leadership position at WTO, 
creating 100 Indian brands as global champions. A target has also been set by the Ministry 
of Commerce to raise Indian export share in Global Trade from the current 2.1 % to 3% in 
the next 5 years, by focusing on boosting e-commerce exports from India, working on 
market diversification and diversifying India’s service export.   
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Presentation on Trade Remedies: Recent Steps and Measures undertaken 
 
Joint Secretary, Shri Anant Swarup presented the key systematic/ procedural changes 
undertaken by DGTR for enhancing transparency such as reducing the time frame of the 
investigations conducted on account of countervailing duty and to create a simplified 
processes.  The industry was also informed that DGTR has recently started a Centre for 
Trade and Investment Law, which provides trade remedy advisory services to the MSME 
sector. 
   
Presentation on Trade Facilitation measures undertaken by the Customs 
 
Joint Secretary, Customs, Shri Gaurav Masaldan informed the BoT members that India is 
now fully compliant to the WTO Trade Facilitation commitments. It was highlighted that the 
Customs has completely revamped the advance ruling authority, which passed around 110 
rulings since January 2021. A great importance was placed on the centralization of the 
compliance information portal, which provides access to more than 1200 tariff items and 
information on duty and requirement of all government partnered agencies. Customs, by 
harnessing and leveraging technology in Indian Customs, has brought in the 'Turant 
Customs' initiative (faceless, contactless & paperless), which has accelerated the process 
of clearance of goods at air and sea ports. 
  
Joint Secretary (Customs) also made the audience familiar with the MOOWR scheme, a 
duty deferment scheme, which allows all types of businesses to avail exemption on customs 
duty on imported inputs used in the production of finished goods to be exported.  Emphasis 
was also placed on certain long and medium term key initiatives of Customs, which are part 
of national trade facilitation plan, such as,  integration of SEZ systems with Custom National 
Portal and integration of risk criteria of (Partner Government Agencies) PGAs with Customs 
Risk Management System (RMS),  facilitation of paperless exchange amongst agencies, 
coordinated Border Management with customs of other countries and developing 
technology based solution for management of bonds and sureties. 
   
Presentation on Coverage and expansion of Government E marketplace (GeM) 
 
CEO, GeM, Shri P.K Singh made a presentation on Government E market place. It was 
informed that the GeM portal has witnessed sales of Gross Merchandise Value (GMV) of 
Rs. 1.06 lakh Cr. in FY 2021-21, a 17 fold increase as compared to FY 2017-18, which 
mainly came from the merchandise sector. It is expected that in the current Financial Year, 
GMV would reach a maximum high of Rs. 2 lakh Cr. It has been informed that the buyers in 
GeM are a fair mix of Central Ministries ( 30%), State Governments (30%) and CPSEs 
(40%) . It was also informed that on-boarding of Cooperatives as buyers has also been 
approved.  It was also informed that during Har Ghar Tiranga initiative,  2.4 Cr flags worth 
Rs. 60 Cr. were purchased by government Ministries. 
  
GeM has introduced a category for “going green”, where service providers may share 
mitigation plans to achieve carbon neutrality. It was informed that GeM is working on 
introducing GeM travel, a mobile first platform to make government travel easier and is also 
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developing a way to provide collateral free loans to sellers.  CEO GeM, in his concluding 
remarks, exhorted the states to use services and procure goods from GeM  
  

State/UTs interventions 

At the outset Hon’ble CIM requested the Hon’ble Ministers from various State/UT 
governments to limit their intervention to the identifiable action points, in a concise manner 
for having  fruitful discussion during the meeting. 

1. Bihar - Shri Samir Kumar Mahaseth, Industry Minister 

a. It was suggested to step up efforts for promoting Madhubani painting and Makhana 
including through granting GI status. (Action – DPIIT) 

b. Airport Connectivity could be extended to Bhagalpur and Muzaffarpur. (Action – 
Logistics Division, DPIIT) 

c. Facility of dry port could be considered in Bihar to provide logistics for promoting 
export oriented units. (Action – Logistics Division, DPIIT) 

d. India- Nepal treaty could be re-looked into for providing facilitation of India-Nepal 
Trade. (Action – FT (South Asia) Division, DoC) 

2. Haryana – Shri Anoop Dhanak, Minister of State, Labour and employment 

a. Training institutions for capacity building and Global Market Intelligence cell should 
be created in Haryana. (Action – DoC) 

b. Testing related infrastructure through NABL accrediated need to be 
provided. (Action – DPIIT) 

3. Mizoram - Dr.R.Lalthangliana, Minister of Commerce and Industries 

a. Department of Commerce may take up with MHA for setting up an Integrated Check 
Post (ICP) at the Indo-Bangladesh border. The proposals are currently at active 
consideration at MHA (Action – DoC/MHA) 

b. Formulate plans for silk production and export from Mizoram in line with Silk 
Samagra Scheme (Action – State of Mizoram, Ministry of Textiles) 

c. Collate holistic data on all issues related to setting up of new border haats, new land 
border stations and infrastructural constraints in border customs areas. (Action - 
State Cell, DoC, DGFT and North Eastern States) 

4. Madhya Pradesh – Shri Rajyavardhan Singh Dattigaon, Minister 

a. Set up 4 more Inland Container Depots (ICDs) in addition to the existing 6 functional 
ICDs and 1 upcoming ICD to address the challenge of being a land locked 
state (Action – Logistics Division, DPIIT/DoR) 

b. Check the feasibility of making Madhya Pradesh a food security destination and food 
processing hub (Action – MoFPI ) 
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c. Formulate schemes/incentives for promoting manufacturers to engage directly in 
international trade, in beginning it may be for first time exporters to make them 
“Aatma Nirbhar”. (Action - DoC) 

5. Assam  - Shri Bimra Borha, Minister of Industries and Commerce 

a. Development of infrastructure – Initiatives of roads up to ICDs, Dawki, Moreh to 
transport materials, 2 multimodal logistics parks, 4 logistics parks, 34 cold storages, 
134 reefer vehicles, 136 primary processing centres could be supported from 
Government of India. (Action – Logistics division, DPIIT) 

b. Ports of Bangladesh (eg.Chittagong, Mongla, Ashuganj) and ports of 
Myanmar(Sittwe) to be used directly for exporting rather than routing through rest of 
India and accordingly these routes may suitably supported/developed. (Action – 
Logistics division, DPIIT) 

c. Capacity building support could be provided especially with regard to documentation 
for MSMEs and officials. Government support for export of horticultural and 
processed food products to western markets. (Action – APEDA/ DoC) 

d. Establishment of laboratories and R&D support to address objections raised by UAE, 
UK and other such nations (Action – DPIIT) 

6. Manipur – Ms. NemchaKipgen , Minister of Textiles, Commerce and Industry 

a. Strengthen border trade at Moreh through development of suitable 
infrastructure. (Action - DoC) 

b. Expedite setting up of border haats at places like Bihang  (Action - DoC) 
c. Develop people to people contact through instruments like E-visa and connectivity 

which will also boost exports.  (Action- MEA) 

7. Gujarat - Shri Jagdish Panchal, Minister of state and industries and Shri Rajkumar, 
Addl Chief Secretary 

a. Ceramic Export Promotion Council could be considered after carving out from 
Chemexcil. (EP Division, DoC) 

b. Indian Missions could be given a touch point to States for facilitating India’s 
exports. (Action - DoC/MEA) 

c. GIFT City could be given more diamond clearance facility through Customs for 
facilitating diamond trade. (EP(G&J) Division, DoC/DoR) 

d. BIS takes a lot of time many a times while issuing certificates and accordingly its 
processes could be fast-tracked. (Action – DoCA) 

8. Odisha – Shri Pratap Keshari Deb, Minister of Industries, MSME and Energy 

a. Designate Paradip port as a container port in order to reduce the cost of transport to 
Kolkata and Vizag ports. (Action – Ministry of Shipping) 

b. Make air cargo facility at Biju Patnaik  International Airport functional and expedite 
customs clearance facilities. (Action – MoCA/DoR) 
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c. Offices of Commerce Ministry/DGFT to be set up in Odisha in order to improve the 
ease of doing business as otherwise currently the exporters need to approach 
Kolkata/Visakhapatnam. (Action - DGFT) 

d. MSME forms around 30% of exports from Odisha State. Make MSMEs more 
competitive at district level by reconsidering the turnover limits notified by MSME. 
(Action – M/o MSME) 

9. Punjab – Ms. Anmol Gagan Mann, Minister 

a. Punjab being a border state, if transit through Pakistan is allowed and trade with Iran 
and other countries could materialize, it will promote trade from Punjab especially for 
perishable. Attari – Wagah Border opening will be really helpful. (South Asia 
Division, DoC) 

b. Sometime pesticide residue in Basmati Rice exports from India is found in markets of 
EU/US. It is also issue of pesticide industry of India that they should get it registered 
with US/EU so that rice exports do not suffer from India. (Action – EP Agri Division, 
DoC) 

c. There could be high-tech pesticide residue detection laboratory in Amritsar through 
APEDA/EIC/BIS etc. (EP (Agri) Division, DoC) 

d. Kinnoo is produced in border districts. A special train could be provided so product 
can reach the markets across the country faster as this product has short shelf life. 
Import of wax for Kinnoo can be allowed to increase the shelf life. (EP (Agri) 
Division, DoC, APEDA) 

10. Uttar Pradesh – Shri Nand Gopal Gupta, Minister of Industrial Development, 
Export Promotion, Invest Promotion 

a. Initiatives being undertaken by government of UP in promoting exports were 
highlighted. 

11. Uttarakhand – Shri Ganesh Joshi, Minister of soldier welfare, Agriculture and 
Rural development 

a. Proposed Inland Container Depot (ICD) at Haridwar is facing delays in land 
allotment/transfer and requesting to expedite the same. (Action – Logistics 
Division, DPIIT). 

b. Uttarakhand has lot of potential in horticulture and floriculture and hence an Air cargo 
facility as well warehousing facility could be provided at Dehradun 
Airport. (MoCA/DoR) 

c. Development of infrastructure at ICP for giving thrust to trade with Nepal may be 
provided. (Action – Logistics Division, DPIIT) 

12. Rajasthan - Shri Suresh Modi, Chairman, Rajasthan Trade Board 

a. GST Tax on gemstone increased from 0.25% to 3%. It may be please looked into for 
downard revision. (Action – DoR) 
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b. Currently there is export restriction of Mustard Oil for packing of 5Kg. It could be re-
considered. (Action – DoCA/DFPD/Exports Division, DGFT). 

c. International prices of Guar Gum have come down. There could be some R&D on 
increasing usage of Guar Gum produced in India particularly in Rajasthan. (Action - 
Ministry of Agriculture) 

d. Rajasthan is facing issue in allocation of RIICO industrial lands being part of  NCZ 
(NCR Environmental Clearance). (Action – MoEF) 

  
Intervention from Non official members 

1. Shri. Rajesh Gopinathan, CEO/MD TCS ltd. 

a. Service sector is the engine for exports from India. It has both opportunities as well 
as challenges. Opportunities like discussions at bilateral / multilateral level and 
challenges like regulations imposed by developed countries.  (Action – DoC) 

b. There is requirement of R&D at academic and industry level. The Professors and 
teachers are much equipped with teaching that they do not get sufficient time to 
contribute in research oriented work. It’s a request from our side if the teachers in 
universities and institutes can get relaxation from academics so that they could 
significantly contribute in research and developmental activities. (Action – Ministry 
of education) 

  
Commerce Secretary 
Commerce Secretary mentioned that there is no doubt about significant contribution 
of service sector in the development of the country. Recently the conclave of 
industries took place. The inputs from industries play a crucial role in the formulation 
pf the new FTP where The focus is both on services and goods exports, thereby 
seeking solutions to increase exports from service sectors from industries. 
  
Commerce Minister 

a. Thanking all the industries present over here for discussion and giving their valuable 
inputs, Hon. Minister mentioned that Work from Home culture which developed 
during the COVID period is a new opportunity for people to render services from any 
place without the hindrance of mobility. He illustrated Patan district in Gujarat, one of 
the aspirational districts of India, where the youth through his startup which works on 
MetaVerse technology is providing employment to around 500 people. 
 
 

b. Hon Minister also said that he would talk to his colleague, Hon Minister of Education, 
about relaxation of timings of Professors to increase their contribution in R&D. By an 
interface between academics and industries, R&D can be efficiently carried out in  
the sectors like textile , Bio tech, Sci& tech etc.   
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2. Shri. Sanjay Nayyar, Chairman and Sr. Advisor KKR India 

a. It is an encouraging idea from DGFT to organise the platform like BOT meeting 
where the Ministers ,entrepreneurs , business houses and other stakeholders come 
together and discuss the trade . Today we are looking at ideas which are creative 
enough to boost the exports from sectors other that IT/ITES. 

b.  He suggested broadly three sectors which needs creative ideas backed by private 
investments- 

 Medical tourism and Spiritual Tourism- taking into consideration the rich spiritual 
culture of India and the availability of medical treatments at one tenth of the cost and 
ten times the quality , lot of people from emirates wants to come to India. ((Action – 
DoC) 

 Handicrafts – Good artisans and MSMEs can form the clusters which needs to be 
backed by private investments (Action – DPIIT) 

  Food processing (Action – DPIIT) 

 Commerce Minister: 

a. Hon. Minister suggested that the states should focus on this idea of medical and 
spiritual tourism. The states like Haryana, Rajasthan, Delhi and surrounding hilly 
areas should think about spiritual tourism. The states like Maharashtra and Gujarat 
have ample numbers of doctors and hospitals should have a dedicated program for 
medical tourism. He also suggested that NHS should allow outsourcing of medical 
staff from India. There should be a system of Dual degree and foreign campuses 
should open in India or those colleges which are closed down can give their buildings 
/land on lease to these foreign institutes. 

b.  Hon minister also quoted PM saying that Hon Prime minister has stated three 
parameters for determining the promotions of High Commissioners in the Embassies 
outside which are Trade, Technology and Tourism . 

3. Shri Rajesh Kumar Agrahari, Businessman, Owner of Agrahari masala udyog, 
Uttar Pradesh 

a) Shri Agrahari was concerned about the adulteration of processed food especially 
Spices, Biscuits, Tea . He complained that these products are sold in market without 
sufficient testing. There is need to control the black marketing of these products as it 
is harmful for the consumers. He suggested for the strict law to regulate such 
practices. He also said that he had already complained against few people in 
adulteration case in Kashi, Ayodhya and Prayagraj but no action was taken against 
them and the practice is still continued. (Action – FSSAI) 
  
(b) regarding evasion of GST by the traders because of which the manufacturers 
can’t get Input Tax credit. (Action – DoR) 
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Commerce Minister: 

a. Hon Minister asked him to give the complaint in writing against the concerned person 
with name  and strict action will be taken against it. As Uttar Pradesh govt takes strict 
action against the law breakers , in this case too they will take necessary actions. He 
himself is vigilant about adulteration of food products and emphasized on strict 
implementation of testing rules  by FSSAI. 

b.  Further regarding non payment of GST Hon Minister said that , Dept of Finance can 
take proactive measures against the tax evaders. 

4. Shri Pasha Patel,Former member of the Legislative council Maharashtra 

a)He talked about the production of turmeric in Maharashtra’s Marathwada regions 
where three districts are producing almost half of country’s turmeric. Hence there is 
need to draw attention of govt  towards these turmeric growers. (Action: DA&FW) 
b) He also mentioned that his district is a major producer of soyabean and the price 
of soyabean has reduced from 10,000rs per quintal to 4,000rs per quintal, hence 
there is need to give good prices to the farmers as the crop harvest will start in a 
month (Action: DA&FW) 
c) Grapes in Nasik and Oranges in Nagpur face the problem of cumbersome 
procedure of export. He suggested that there should be a direct AC train from Nasik 
to Bangladesh to ease this process. The grapes from South Africa, Chile and Mexico 
are imported duty free in Europe whereas Indian grapes faces duties. The exporters 
are not getting appropriate benefit of RODTEP scheme. (Action: DA&FW & DoC) 
d) The rent of containers for exporting products has raised from $2500 to $8500 
which acts as hindrance for the exporters (Action: Department of Shipping) 
e) Bamboo can absorb 30% of the carbon emission and as India has decided to use 
10% of biomass in energy production so bamboo can play major role in it. It can also 
replace plastic, iron diesel and petrol. As per  IPCC ‘s report, by 2050 there would be 
422  ppm carbon concentration in the environment and after 450 ppm is life 
threatening so he emphasised and urged industries to produce goods from sources 
which release oxygen in air and not carbon . (Action: DA&FW) 
  
Commerce Secretary: 
In this regard the commerce secretary mentioned that states which are not 
surrounded by sea or those in hinterlands have come up with plans for  ICD terminal 
and Indian railways has also decided to set up mini ICDs wherever possible. Those 
states submitting proposals for ICD will be taken forward with whatever support 
required from central govt in collaboration with Railways. 

5. Shri R S Sodhi. MD , GCMMF, AMUL 

a. Mr. Sodhi raised an issue of export of dairy products to the largest importing nations 
in dairy products. We export only 1% of whatever we produce . Today the 
consumption of India is high but in near future the production is going to increase and 
we may face the problem of surplus if not exported then the prices will be reduced to 
the minimum. So there is a need to negotiate with the major importing nations to 
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relax their quality standards for Indian products and open their market for India . In 
case of Malaysia we have good potential to export if we comply with their Halal 
certification standard. In Venezuela there need to establish the export protocol for 
dairy products.  ((Action: DAHD) 

b. He also requested to include the dairy products under the category of agriculture and 
animal husbandry so that the benefits under EPCG scheme can be availed by dairy 
industries. ((Action: DGFT) 

 Commerce Minister 

a. Hon. Minister pointed out that as we have huge import duties on dairy products 
hence the major importing countries are retaliating it with the quality controls . Hence 
if we want them to open their market we need to reduce our duties first which is not in 
favour of domestic producers . Further if we want to export our dairy products outside 
we need to comply with their quality standards. We can also impose quality controls 
on imported products provide that same quality need to be maintained at domestic 
level too. He also said that the issue of Hallal certification as required by the Malaysia 
can be solved by negotiation. 

b. Hon minister also accepted the request of inclusion on dairy products for seeking 
benefits under EPCG scheme. 

6. Shri .Pankaj Mahindroo. Chairman, India cellular and electronics association 

a. Mr.Mahindroo said that we are only 0.3% in category 1 product but our export targets 
have increased ten folds in electronics from $10 bn to $100bn . He also said that we 
are currently riding on electronic exports from pre covid 11000 cr to 45000cr last year 
and 75000cr this year. As we are growing up , it requires deep competitiveness. He 
also questioned how India is going to come up with 100 global brands. For this we 
need to have a separate strategy for each sector. For this we need to study china’s 
successful growth story. We also need the availability of data of importers around the 
world for all major products from DGFT. 

b. Internal trade- New law is required to regulate predatory pricing in domestic market 
as the procedure of CCI is long. There has been loss of around 15000 jobs due the 
predatory pricing and also the trade has gone low. 

c. Milk-China is the biggest milk importer but India has never negotiated on milk exports 
with china though we import most of our electronic products from China.  

Commerce Minister: 

a. Hon Minister said in order to create 100 global brands from India we need to identify 
10 major products and the markets for those products. DGFT can provide data of all 
importers and products HSN code wise at its website. (Action: DGFT) 

b. He also suggested that within BOT we should form small groups and sub groups for 
eg IT further divided into AI, IOT, SAASetc. and similarly for other sectors too. These 
sub groups should come with theirs research papers and suggestions in order to 
promote exports of their products. (Action: DGFT) 
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c.  We can also create sector wise  more number of WTO study centres in IIFT in this 
regard. (Action: DoC) 

7. Shri Om Prakash Mittal, Executive member, Laghu Udyog Bharti 

a. Mr Mittal suggested that raw cotton should not be exported outside rather finished 
goods should be exported. There is a need to reduce electricity cost also. (Action: 
DoC) 

b.  It is also difficult to get refunds of GST from the state. He also pointed out that while 
doing trade with Bangladesh we need to pay export duty whereas the imports are 
duty free. (Action: DoR) 

c. He also mentioned that out of 300 districts only 1 % exports occurs hence there is a 
need to do value addition and provide some kind of aid by the govt is required. 

Commerce Minister: 

a. Regarding getting GST refunds the ministerial consensus from all states is required 
and Hon minister also suggested that BOT cannot just work on incentives provided  
by govt rather all the stakeholder need to strengthen it on their own. 

b. He also mentioned Agriculture Infrastructure Fund with allocation of 1 lakh cr by hon. 
Prime Minister for setting up of infrastructure in food processing industries. 

c.  He mentioned the best practices implemented by the state of Uttar Pradesh in one 
district one product scheme which other states need to study. Hence from the next 
BOT onwards there should be presentations of states on their best practices . 

d.  Regarding the export duty on products going to Bangladesh , the hon minister said 
that our imports from Bangladesh is negligible so if we impose duty on imports they 
would also impose duties on our exports . 

8. Shri Harish Ahuja , MD , Shahi exports ltd. 

Mr.Ahuja addressed that we have to make exports zero rated to increase its 
competitiveness. He has raised issue regarding ROSCTL and stated that they have 
to sell these scrips in the market and they are are losing 20-30% on value of scrips 
which goes to advantage of importers .Therefore he has requested the govt to 
expand the use of scrips for GST or giving cash refunds to support the 
industries. (Action: DGFT) 

 Intervention from EPcs: 

1. FIEO (Dr. A. Sakthivel, President) requested to incorporate a separate chapter on E-
commerce in the policy. The issue related to Indian Rupee Trade with Russia was raised 
wherein it was stated that there is no clarity that whether all the export benefits will be 
applicable for Rupee transactions with Russia. It also discussed the idea to develop textile 
clusters in 75 identified districts copying the Tirupur model. (Action: DGFT, M/o Textile) 

2. EPC for EOU and SEZs (Shri. Bhuvnesh Seth, Chairman) highlighted that Education, 
Tourism, Healthcare will be the key to achieve 1 trillion USD economy for services. He also 
highlighted the issue of unavailability of data which places the industry in disadvantageous 
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position in terms of FTAs. He also showed willingness to synergize the efforts with the other 
corporates to fix this issue. (Action: EPCs) 

3. GJEPC (Shri. Vipul Shah, President) sought support and requested to expedite the 
process with regards to the idea mooted with Hon’ble CIM on Multi-Sectoral Government 
Apparatus with executive power to resolve the procedural issues being faced by the 
industry. It also stated that considering the huge demand for natural rough diamond and 
less mining taking place in addition to the conflict between Ukraine and Russia, supply has 
been a major issue. It requested for the Inclusion of Gem & Jewellery sector in 
Manufacturing & Other Operation in Warehouse Regulation (MOOWR) Scheme and also 
reconsider the request made with respect to Diamond Imprest License. (Action: EP(G&J)) 

4. AEPC (Shri. Narendra Goenka, President) highlighted the necessity of capacity 
expansion in apparel exports. He also stated that the cotton production is in a bad state 
internationally, whereas India being in a better position with regards to its production. It is to 
be analysed whether to come under international price pressure by exporting raw material to 
these countries or preserve cotton in India.  (Action:M/o Textile) 

5. Council for Leather Exports (Shri. Rajendra Kumar Jalan, Vice-
Chairman) emphasized for having scale of production to make the sector more competitive 
especially in footwear and leather industry due to its labour intensive nature. It stressed the 
need to have direct vessel to link India and Australia to make industry more competitive. It 
highlighted the issue of dealing with big brands which requires import from nominated 
supplier and concerned duty raising the cost. And further, raised the concern of reduction in 
export duty from 60% to 30% on hides of Buffalo and appealed to not reduce it 
further. (Action:DoC) 

6. CII (Shri. Sanjay Budhia, Chairman) requested to consider expanding PLI scheme to 
containers and drew attention towards the cost levied for certification and requested to 
consider the concept of Mutual Recognition agreement by other certifying agency which 
would facilitate in reduction of cost of doing business. (Action:Doc) 

7. NASSCOM (Shri. Shivendra Singh, Vice-President) while thanking for solving the long 
standing Australian tax issue of IT industry suggested to include digital talent along with 
digital trade in the discussions with US in IPEF . It requested for more flexibility in hybrid 
work model till 2023 and further suggested to have a meeting under tier 2 and tier 3 
strategy.  And he also drew attention on the need to have draft data bill soon. (Action- DoC) 

8. Indian Chambers and Association of Tour Operators (Shri. Rajiv Mehra, 
President) requested for hand holding support from Commerce ministry for inbound tourism 
and emphasis of the same in Foreign trade policy (FTP). Further, it suggested to have 
dedicated officers and funds in the embassies for overseas promotion of tourism. (Action: 
DGFT, DoC) 

Hon’ble CIM’s concluding remarks 

Union Minister of Commerce and Industry, Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution 
and Textiles, Shri Piyush Goyal, in his concluding address, stated that exports have been 
one of the most defining features of the government's efforts to make India a developed 
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country by 2047, a vision articulated by Hon'ble PM Shri Narendra Modi, in his 
Independence Day address to the nation this year. 

The Minister said that global confidence in India’s prospects for growth were truly immense 
and called on the domestic industry to overcome all weaknesses when it comes to grabbing 
the plethora of growth opportunities available to the nation. The world is already looking at 
India as a super power, he added. 

Shri Goyal highlighted that in the last few years there has been an attempt for foundational 
transformation in India which has hastened India's march to be a developed nation. Calling 
for transparent, consistent, honest policies, the Minister said that government’s policies 
must be robust enough to deliver what was promised to the people. 

Shri Goyal also spoke of the need to find ways to encourage people to comply and bring in 
transparency and ease of doing business. India should become an honest country, he 
added. Commerce and Industry Minister Shri Goyal announced that Prime Minister Shri 
Narendra Modi will release the Logistics Policy on 17th September. 

Stating that Trade is a strong pillar to achieve the five vows that Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi spoke of on 15th August, Shri Goyal expressed confidence that today's meeting 
reflects the collective belief of all of us in working towards achieving a developed India. 

Shri Goyal stressed on the need to enter into more FTAs with developed nations. He urged 
participants of the Board of Trade meeting to focus on the possibilities each sector has in 
FTAs. 

Concluding his address, Shri Goyal said all the issues raised by the participants will be 
addressed and the suggestions made by them in the Meeting today will be considered.    

He thanked all the participants and invited the Industry and Trade to become a part of the 
Trade Promotion Body, which is being constituted under the re-structuring project of the 
Commerce and Industry Ministry.  He urged the Industry and State Government to 
contribute in making the Production Linked Incentive (PLI) Scheme achieve its objectives. 
He also stressed on the need to enter into more FTAs with developed nations. He urged 
participants of the Board of Trade meeting to focus on the possibilities each sector has in 
FTAs and to extract maximum benefits from these FTAs.  He mentioned that the country 
needs to get out of the colonial mindset and have a collective vision and commitment in 
making Indian products globally competitive in quality and cost terms. 

**** 

 


